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AN EYE FOR

SERVICE

NEW YORK CONTRACTOR EMBRACES MUNICIPAL SEWER SERVICES –
AND CARRIES ON A FAMILY TRADITION
BY K E N W YS O C K Y | P H OTO G R AP HY BY M I K E B R AD LEY

IF ANYONE EVER WAS DESTINED TO RUN
A SEWER SERVICES COMPANY, IT’S KERRY ROSLINSKI.
The son of a Public Works director as well as a former
wastewater treatment plant operator, Roslinski brought
his career full circle in 2003 when he established PipeEye Sewer Services in Bradford, Pennsylvania, a company
that cleans, inspects and grouts sewer lines, laterals and
manholes in the area where he grew up.
In a sense, even the name of the company is pipelinerelated; when Roslinski was about 11 years old, he fell
down and landed on a pipe, which left a half-moon scar
under one eye. “So kids at school nicknamed me ‘Pipe
Eye,’” Roslinski explains. “It’s very ironic … and that’s
why in our logo, we use an eye for the dash in ‘Pipe-Eye.’”
When Roslinski established Pipe-Eye in 2003, it was
the culmination of decades spent in the municipal sewer
arena, dating back to when he was a young boy. Roslinski’s
late father, Joseph, served as Bradford’s director of Public
Works for 35 years and along the way instilled in his son
the importance of customer service.

“When I was a child, I would go out with my father
and ride in street sweepers, salt trucks and so forth,”
Roslinski recalls. “I grew up in that atmosphere night
and day. … People were always calling our house with
problems, and Dad was always right on top of them.
“I have to stress the experience I gained from my
father,” he adds. “I saw the way he treated his employees
through all those years — that really carried over, and
in the end, I took a lot from that. He treated people with
dignity and respect. If you don’t have good employees
with some longevity, you’re just not going to make it in
this industry. My father taught me that you have to treat
employees just as you’d like to be treated.”
Roslinski says much of his company’s success stems
from upholding his father’s legacy, as well as embracing
advanced technology and presenting a professional image.
The results speak for themselves: eight full-time employees,
more than $1.5 million worth of equipment, and a service

Mike Beck (left) and Cody Faucher
of Pipe-Eye Sewer Services use
an Aquatech jet/vac truck to clean a
storm drain in Buffalo, New York.

The Pipe-Eye team includes (clockwise from back left) operators Alex Faucher and Mike Beck, technicians Cody Faucher and Rob Gault, foreman Jarrod VoBornik, owner Kerry Roslinski,
office manager Jennifer Roslinski, secretary Marilyn Roslisnki, and Kerry and Jennifer’s children Kiara, Raelynn and Kyler.
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area that covers western New York and northwestern Pennsylvania. Sewer
cleaning and inspection services generate about 65 percent of the company’s
revenue, with the remainder coming from grouting and smoke and dye
testing, he says.
Roslinski also relies heavily on the wealth of experience he gained
working for municipal governments and observing how they operate. “I
learned how to interact with the municipal government and gain a good
understanding of how things work,” he notes.
PIPELINE TO SUCCESS
After graduating from college with a degree in forestry, oddly enough,
Roslinski started his sewer-centric career by operating several small wastewater

treatment plants, some on a part-time basis. After about seven years, he
received his first exposure to sewer cleaning and inspection technology when
a local sewer authority brought in a company from Pittsburgh to clean and
inspect sewer lines.
“That really grabbed my attention,” he recalls. “Operating an inspection
camera was like playing Atari games. … I was thrilled by the idea that you
could operate a camera with a joystick.”
Eventually, Roslinski joined the company as an operations manager in
Bradford, where he helped expand the firm’s business base, using connections
he’d made during his years as a treatment plant operator. But when the
company was sold to a large nationwide corporation, Roslinski decided he
didn’t want to move to Pittsburgh to keep his job and instead struck out on
his own.
While he was no novice to the industry, he still needed advice as well
as financing to invest in equipment. The advice came from a branch of the
University of Pittsburgh, where a business school intern helped him develop
a business plan — for free. “Local universities are a good resource,” he says.
“At the University of Pittsburgh, interns had all the software programs and
tools you need to get started. And for a nominal fee, they even filed my
incorporation paperwork.”
Then he met with officials at Hi-Vac who eventually agreed to help him
finance an Aquatech vacuum truck. A short time later, he bought a refurbished
grout truck built by CUES. How could a novice businessman afford to buy
such an expensive rig? The resourceful Roslinski did some research and
learned about low-interest loans offered by the City of Bradford’s Office of
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Economic and Community Development, which promotes small businesses.
“They supply half the loan, and a bank provides the other half at interest rates
that are about half of those charged by regular banks,” Roslinski explains. “I
also used another resource called the North Central Regional Planning and
Development Commission, which covers a four-county area here.
“If you’re looking to make a major investment that can potentially create
jobs or make current jobs last longer, they’re all for it
— as long as you meet certain criteria and report back
to them on your progress in creating and retaining
jobs,” he adds. “All you have to do is go to a local
county government and ask if there’s any financial
assistance available. This is how we financed all our
equipment except for the first vacuum truck.”
LARGE ROSTER OF EQUIPMENT
Pipe-Eye now owns three Hi-Vac Aquatech vac
trucks, built on International and Sterling truck
chassis. They feature 10-cubic-yard debris tanks;
1,000- or 1,500-gallon water tanks; Hibon blowers;
and water pumps (80 gpm at 2,000 psi) made by
General Pump.

Mike Beck operates the controls of an Aquatech jet/vac truck
while cleaning a stormwater line.

“We primarily clean larger-diameter municipal pipes,” Roslinski says.
“But we can hook up a smaller lateral hose to clean out smaller pipes.”
The company also owns three CUES camera/grout trucks, two built
on a Chevrolet chassis and one on a Ford; they’re all equipped with Graco
grout pumps. The two newer units feature lateral inspection and lateral and
mainline grouting capabilities. For inspections, crews use CUES Ultra Shorty

tracked cameras. Logiball makes the
grouting systems, and Pipe-Eye uses
grout made by Avanti International.
The company also relies on a
smoke-testing machine made by
Cherne; a RIDGID push camera and
several RIDGID locators; a CST/
berger Magnatrac locator; a RIDGID
K-6200 Powersnake for unclogging
3- to 6-inch-diameter lines; jetting
nozzles manufactured by StoneAge
and KEG Technologies; and a
manhole-rehabilitation trailer made
by The Strong Company.
“One of my big things is that
I stick with the same equipment all
the time,” Roslinski says, explaining

Rob Gault of Pipe-Eye Sewer Services cleans a
manhole prior to rehabilitation, using the spray wand
off a Strong Co. manhole rehabilitation trailer.
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his philosophy about buying
equipment. “Because we stick with
the same equipment, our guys know
it inside and out.
“I also go to the Water &
Wastewater Equipment, Treatment
& Transport (WWETT) Show
every other year,” he adds. “I take
two different employees each
time, along with my wife, Jennifer
(the company’s office manager).
Customers demand the most
updated technology, so we’re
constantly striving to keep up with
it. Companies that fail to do so
run the risk of losing customers to
competitors who do keep up with
the latest technology.”
PROFESSIONAL
IMAGE COUNTS
Roslinski also says that
Pipe-Eye’s emphasis on keeping
equipment
clean
and
wellmaintained creates a professional
image that wows new customers
and
promotes
word-of-mouth
referrals. “When we pull up on a
job, it may not be with brand-new
equipment, but it looks like it just
came off the showroom floor,” he

CONTRACTOR RELIES ON
GROUT TO KEEP I&I OUT
There are several solutions available to stop infiltration and inflow in manholes, sewer lines and laterals,
but Kerry Roslinski, owner of Pipe-Eye Sewer Services in Bradford, Pennsylvania, prefers chemical
grouting, using equipment made by Logiball.
First developed about 50 years ago, chemical grouting is the oldest trenchless method for stopping
groundwater infiltration into structurally sound sewer systems. Often misunderstood, grouting actually
is a simple and effective way to fix leaks, notes Roslinski, who learned the basics while working as an
operations manager for a sewer cleaning, inspection and grouting company years ago in Bradford.
In a nutshell, here’s how grouting works: Technicians mechanically pull a remotely controlled device
called a packer, essentially an inflatable plug, to the location of a sewer line leak. The packer is attached to
hoses that supply both grout and compressed air. When the packer is in place, it injects the grout under
high pressure through failed joints or pipe cracks and into the surrounding soil outside the pipe creating a
durable seal, or collar, that adheres to the pipe’s exterior. When the packer is removed, it scrapes off any
excess grout that’s still inside the line.
The grout does more than just seal cracks or gaps in sewer lines; it also seals, stabilizes and gels with
the soil around it, even filling voids that often occur after backfilling during initial sewer installations. Some
consider grouting superior to pipe lining because it doesn’t rely on a bond between a liner and the pipe.
Roslinski embraced grouting because he was already familiar with it. But initially it was a tough sell
when he formed Pipe-Eye in 2005. “To pay my bills, I had to beat on people’s doors,” he recalls. “I did a
lot of free demonstrations to convince people that it wasn’t some kind of hoax.”
More and more often, grouting is often used in conjunction with pipe lining, he points out. “We usually
go through first and grout the joints, then they line it, then we come back and grout the laterals,” he
explains.
While it’s not 100 percent foolproof, Roslinski says grouting is a very effective way to resolve inflow
and infiltration. “Let’s be honest: We can’t keep sewer lines completely water-free,” he says. “Water finds
a way to get in, no matter what. But we can limit it. The main idea is to drastically reduce the amount of
water getting treated.”

ABOVE: Cody Faucher removes a storm drain grate
prior to cleaning the roadside line.
>> RIGHT: Alex Faucher smoothes fresh grout inside a
manhole in Lockport, New York.

says. “Our guys wax the trucks — the whole thing. Image is everything. …
Our equipment isn’t dirty or rusted, and that says a lot about our reputation
and our employees. Customers notice that.”
Newer, well-maintained equipment also helps in another area: retaining
quality employees. “That’s just one of the things I try to do for my guys,”
Roslinski notes. “They’re out in the field doing the hard work. My job is to
ensure they have the latest and the greatest equipment. Who wants to go to
work in a rusty old wreck? My employees make the clients happy, not me. All
I do is provide them with good, up-to-date and safe equipment and they go
out and please the clients.”

“Customers demand the most updated
technology, so we’re constantly striving to
keep up with it. Companies that fail to do so
run the risk of losing customers to competitors
who do keep up with the latest technology.”
Kerry Roslinski
That raises another point: No matter how nice the equipment is, it takes
great employees to operate it. “Our guys make things happen out in the field
every day,” he notes.
Looking ahead, Roslinski envisions what he calls “controlled growth”
for Pipe-Eye as opposed to exponential growth that could strain manpower
and equipment resources and, in turn, decrease customer satisfaction. He also
plans continued investments in new equipment, which he says is imperative to
remaining competitive despite the financial risks involved. As an example, he
points to the recently purchased manhole-rehabilitation trailer, which allows
Pipe-Eye to structurally repair manholes, and a new 2015 CUES grout rig.

“Before, we could grout and seal manholes to stop inflow and infiltration,
but we didn’t have a steadfast way to provide structural rehabilitation,” he
explains. “The trailer will open up the door for manhole rehab projects,
which go hand in hand with what we’re already doing here at Pipe-Eye.
“I also see the grouting market getting bigger, at least in my neck of the
woods,” he adds. “Grouting is making a resurgence. … We’re banking on
grouting and manhole rehab work.” C

more info
Avanti International
800/877-2570
www.avantigrout.com
Cherne
952/944-4300
www.cherneind.com
CST/berger
765/464-0700
www.cstsurvey.com
CUES
800/327-7791
www.cuesinc.com
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General Pump
888/474-5487
www.generalpump.com
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Graco, Inc.
612/623-6000
www.graco.com
Hi-Vac Corporation
800/752-2400
www.x-vac.com
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Hibon Inc.
(a division of Ingersoll Rand)
888/704-4266
www.hibon.com
(See ad page ??)

KEG Technologies, Inc.
866/595-0515
www.kegtechnologies.net
Logiball, Inc.
800/246-5988
www.logiball.com
(See ad page ??)

RIDGID
800/769-7743
www.ridgid.com
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StoneAge, Inc.
866/795-1586
www.stoneagetools.com
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The Strong Company
800/982-8009
www.strongseal.com
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